[The meaning of the genetic code: reconstruction of the stage of prebiologic evolution].
According to a certain order in sets of the two first codon bases, 20 common amino acids can be divided into 5 families each containing 4 amino acids; the corresponding order in the distribution of codon bases can be easily detected, if common amino acids are distributed for the numbers of hydrogen atoms per molecule (Sukhodolets, 1980). In the present paper, the order in the distribution of codon bases is explained on the basis of the hypothesis claiming the prebiological existence of crystalline associates composed of amino acids and bases as free molecules. In these heterogeneous crystalline associates amino acids were analogs to the base douplets and the arrangement of molecules followed a certain rule, namely: 40 protons per molecular complex forming a standard structural compartment. It is proposed that the crystalline associates existed as lyotropic liquid crystals with hydrocarbons as solvent. The genetical code allows to discover two different original crystallization types for bases and amino acids. Therefore, the life possibly originates from combining in the same structure different crystallization patterns, which resulted in formation of a finite crystalline associate.